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Abstract
Let G be a nonabelian group. We say that G has an abelian partition, if there exists
a partition of G into commuting subsets A1, A2, . . . , An of G, such that |Ai| > 2 for
each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. This paper investigates problems relating to group with abelian
partitions. Among other results, we show that every finite group is isomorphic to a
subgroup of a group with an abelian partition and also isomorphic to a subgroup of
a group with no abelian partition. We also find bounds for the minimum number of
partitions for several families of groups which admit abelian partitions – with exact
calculations in some cases. Finally, we examine how the size of partitions with the
minimum number of parts behaves with respect to the direct product.
Keywords: abelian partition, commuting graph.
1 Introduction
In this paper, all groups and graphs are finite and we will consider only simple graphs.
One way to study a group is to attach a graph to the group and use properties of the
graph to understand the group. There are a number of different graphs that have been
studied in relationship to groups. We focus on the commuting graph of a group. Suppose
G is a finite group and X is a nonempty subset of G. The commuting graph on the set
X, which we denote by C(G,X), has X as its vertex set with g, h ∈ X joined by an edge
whenever they commute as elements of G, i.e., gh = hg. We put ∆(G) = C(G,G) and call
it the commuting graph of G. We will review the relevant definitions in the text.
We are especially interested in studying commuting graphs that can be partitioned
into disjoint cliques each of which has size at least 2. Note that for the commuting graph,
a clique in the graph corresponds to a subset of the group which consists of commuting
elements. Given a group G, a set A ⊆ G is commuting if all pairs of elements in the set
commute.
A group G is called an abelian partitionable group (or an AP-group) if it can be parti-
tioned into commuting subsets A1, A2, . . . , An (for some n), such that |Ai| > 2 for each i.
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In this situation, A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎An is called an (n-)abelian partition of G. For notational
simplicity, we will always assume that 1 ∈ A1. If G is not an AP-group we say that G is
a NAP-group.
As far as we can tell, AP-groups were first introduced in [17] where the authors classified
the AP-groups that have an abelian partition with n = 2 and with n = 3. In [9], it is
shown that the dihedral groups of order 2n, with n > 3 odd, are NAP-groups and that
certain direct products of dihedral groups are NAP-groups. In our paper, we will show
that both the class of AP-groups and the class of NAP-groups are “large” in the sense
that every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of some group in the class.
Theorem A. Let G be a finite group. Then the following conditions hold:
(1) There is an AP-group H so that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of H.
(2) There is a NAP-group K so that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of K.
For the remainder of the paper, we focus on AP-groups. It is natural to ask if simple
groups are necessarily AP-groups. At this time, we have only been able to show this for
L2(q) where q is a prime power and Sz(q) where q = 2
2n+1 for a positive integer n.
Theorem B. Suppose G is either L2(q) where q is a prime power or Sz(q) where q = 2
2n+1
for a positive integer n. Then G is an AP-group.
A minimal abelian partition is one of the least cardinality, and the size of a minimal
abelian partition of G is denoted by ϑa(G) (and for convenience we shall write ϑa(G) = 0
if G is a NAP-group). We will refer to this number as the minimal AP-degree of G. We
work to obtain several bounds on this degree. In this direction, the first result we obtain
is the following theorem:
Theorem C. Let G be a nonabelian group, and let A be an abelian subgroup of maximal
order in G. Then ϑa(G) 6 [G : Z(G)]− [A : Z(G)] + 1.
We will also find some examples of groups where this bound is met. For our next
bound, we use c(G) to denote the number of conjugacy classes of G. We then have the
bound:
Theorem D. Let G be an AP-group. Then ϑa(G) > ⌈|G|/c(G)⌉.
A set B ⊂ G is noncommuting if no pair of distinct elements in the set commute. The
maximum size of noncommuting subsets of G is denoted by n(G). It is actually quite
easy to see that ϑa(G) > n(G). We find a couple of families of groups where we have the
equality ϑa(G) = n(G).
We close this introduction by noting that the idea of looking at partitions of groups
is one that has a long history. Baer, Kegel, and Suzuki classified the finite groups that
are partitioned by subgroups (see [1], [2], [3], [16], and [21]). Also, Zappa has written an
interesting expository article on groups having a partition of subgroups in [23]. While in
general, our abelian partition need not consist of subgroups, we will see in some important
cases, that an abelian partition will be given by a partition of subgroups.
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2 Graph theory and AP-groups
All graphs considered here are finite, simple and undirected. Let Γ = (VΓ, EΓ) be a graph.
In the case when EΓ = ∅, we say that Γ is an edgeless graph (or empty graph). A complete
set (or a clique) in Γ is a subset of VΓ consists of pairwise adjacent vertices. Similarly, an
independent set in Γ is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices.
A graph Γ is called a split graph if VΓ can be partitioned into an independent set I
and a complete set C. In this case, VΓ = I ⊎C is called a split partition of Γ. Split graphs
introduced by Fo¨ldes and Hammer in [10].
A generalization of split graphs was introduced and investigated under the name (m,n)-
graphs in [5]. A graph Γ is a (m,n)-graph if its vertex set can be partitioned into m
independent sets I1, . . . , Im and n complete sets C1, . . . , Cn. In this situation, the partition
VΓ = I1 ⊎ I2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Im ⊎ C1 ⊎C2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Cn,
is called an (m,n)-split partition of Γ. Thus, (m,n)-graphs are a natural generalization
of split graphs, which are precisely (1, 1)-graphs. We also note that a (0, 1)-graph is a
complete graph, while a (1, 0)-graph is an edgeless graph.
We now return to the commuting graphs associated with finite groups. We denote
by ∇(G) the complement graph of ∆(G), and call it the noncommuting graph of G. As
mentioned in the Introduction, we are interested in studying those finite groups G for
which the commuting graph ∆(G) is an (0, n)-graph with a (0, n)-split partition
G = C1 ⊎ C2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Cn,
where |Ci| > 2 for each i, or equivalently, the noncommuting graph ∇(G) is an (n, 0)-graph
with a (n, 0)-split partition
G = I1 ⊎ I2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ In,
where |Ii| > 2 for each i. Clearly, ∆(G) is an (0, 1)-graph if and only if G is a nontrivial
abelian group.
3 Groups with abelian partitions
In this section, we first investigate the existence problem of abelian partitions for finite
groups. Clearly, by the definition, all nontrivial abelian groups are AP-groups, hence our
focus will be on nonabelian groups. More precisely, we will show in the next section that
ϑa(G) = 1 if and only if G is abelian. Thus, throughout this section, whenever we refer
to a group it should be assumed that it is both nonabelian and finite, unless otherwise
specified.
It is known that if A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎An is an n-abelian partition of a (nonabelian) group
G, then n > 3 (see[17, Lemma 1.2]). Recall that we are assumming that each part in our
patition has at least two elements, so we have |G| > 2n. We will see that the nonabelian
group of order 6 is not an AP-group; so we have |G| > 8.
A group G with nontrivial center will always be an AP-group; indeed, the cosets of
Z(G) are commuting sets and they partition G. Additionally, a group G of odd orderwill
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also be an AP-group. To see this, it is enough to consider the commuting sets {x, x−1} for
any nontrivial element x ∈ G and add the identity element to one such set. Collectively,
the preceding discussion shows that the problem of finding an abelian partition for a group
essentially reduce to centerless groups of even orders. A group G is called centerless if
Z(G) is the identity subgroup of G.
We discuss in the sequel some elementary results on ϑa(G) when G is an AP-group.
Let G be an AP-group with ϑa(G) = m > 1, and we fix for G a minimal abelian partition:
G = A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am.
An observation that is often useful when working with AP-groups G is that if A ⊆ G is
commuting, we have
A ⊆
⋂
a∈A
CG(a).
Moreover, we can choose an element ai ∈ Ai such that CG(ai) has minimum possible order;
we see that
G =
m⋃
i=1
CG(ai),
is a covering of G by m centralizers, and we obtain |G| 6
∑m
i=1 |CG(ai)|. We now obtain
another covering of G by centralizers when we have commuting set whose size is larger
than the size of a minimal abelian partition for the group.
Lemma 3.1. If {a1, a2, . . . , ak} is a commuting set of a group G with k > ϑa(G), then
we have
G =
⋃
16i<j6k
CG(a
−1
i aj).
Proof. Assume the contrary and choose g ∈ G \
⋃
16i<j6kCG(a
−1
i aj). We claim that
{ga1, ga2, . . . , gak} is a noncommuting set of G. If not, then there is a pair i < j such
that gajgai = gaigaj , or equivalently, (a
−1
i aj)g = g(aja
−1
i ) = g(a
−1
i aj), which shows that
g ∈ CG(a
−1
i aj), a contradiction. We now have k 6 n(G) 6 ϑa(G). This contradiction
completes the proof.
Referring to the already mentioned fact that any group G with nontrivial center Z(G)
can be partitioned into the cosets of Z(G) as commuting subsets of G, we see that ϑa(G) 6
[G : Z(G)]. However, the following result (which is Theorem C) gives an improved upper
bound on ϑa(G).
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a nonabelian group and A be an abelian subgroup of maximal
order in G. Then, we have ϑa(G) 6 [G : Z(G)]− [A : Z(G)] + 1.
Proof. Let A be an abelian subgroup of G of maximal order. It is obvious that Z(G) 6 A.
Suppose that [A : Z(G)] = k and TA = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} be a transversal of Z(G) in A
with a1 = 1. We assume that [G : Z(G)] = n and let TG := TA ∪ {b1, b2, . . . , bn−k} be a
transversal of Z(G) in G. It now follows that
G = A ⊎ Z(G)b1 ⊎ Z(G)b2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Z(G)bn−k,
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is an abelian partition for G, from which the desired conclusion
ϑa(G) 6 n− k + 1 = [G : Z(G)]− [A : Z(G)] + 1,
will follow.
We provide some examples that show that the upper bound in Theorem C is sharp.
Suppose G is one of the following groups of order 4n:
D4n = 〈a, b | a
2 = 1, b2n = 1, a−1ba = b−1〉,
or
Q4n = 〈a, b | b
2n = 1, bn = a2, a−1ba = b−1〉,
where n > 2. Here, Z(G) = {1, bn} and A = 〈b〉. Hence, we have
ϑa(G) 6 [G : Z(G)] − [A : Z(G)] + 1 = 2n − n+ 1 = n+ 1.
Note, however, that we have a minimal abelian partition of G as follows. Take
A1 = 〈b〉, and Ai = {ab
i−2, abn+i−2}, i = 2, 3, . . . , n+ 1.
Then certainly G = A1 ⊎ A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ An+1 is a minimal abelian partition of G and so we
have ϑa(G) = n+ 1. (see also Corollary 4.5).
It would be an interesting question to see if one could classify all groups where equality
holds in Theorem C.
We next consider minimal abelian partitions of direct products.
Lemma 3.3. Let G = H×K be a direct product of two groups H and K for which ϑa(H)
and ϑa(K) both are not 0. Then ϑa(G) 6 ϑa(H)× ϑa(K).
Proof. The assertion is immediate, since if A1, . . . , Am is a minimal AP-partition of H, and
B1, . . . , Bn is a minimal AP-partition of K, then the set {AiBj | 1 6 i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n}
forms an AP-partition of G, where AiBj = {(a, b) | a ∈ Ai, b ∈ Bj}.
Remark 3.4. Note that the result of Lemma 3.3 is not true without the assumption
ϑa(H) 6= 0 6= ϑa(K). For instance, if H is a NAP-group and K is a nontrivial abelian
group, or equivalently ϑa(H) = 0 and ϑa(K) = 1, then G = H ×K will be an AP-group.
Obviously, in this case
ϑa(G) > 0 = ϑa(H)× ϑa(K).
We also do not know of any examples of groups H and K where the inequality in
Lemma 3.3 is strict. We ask whether it is possible to prove that in fact we must have
equality in Lemma 3.3.
We next show that in an a minimal abelian partition that each part must contain a
noncentral element.
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Lemma 3.5. Let G be an AP-group with a minimal abelian partition A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am,
(recall m > 3). Then for each i, the set Ai contains a noncentral element of G. In other
words, for each i, Ai * Z(G).
Proof. If Ai ⊆ Z(G) for some i, then for each j 6= i, Ai ∪ Aj is a commuting set of G.
We obtain a smaller abelian partition of G by replacing Ai and Aj with Ai ∪ Aj . This
contradicts the minimality of m.
We now show that we can always arrange for a minimal abelian partition so that the
center of the group is contained in the first part of the partition.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a (nonabelian) AP-group with ϑa(G) = m(> 3). Then there exists
a minimal abelian partition A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am of G such that Z(G) < A1.
Proof. Let B1 ⊎ B2 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Bm be a minimal abelian partition of G. If |Z(G)| = 1, then
Z(G) ⊂ B1 and there is nothing to prove, so assume |Z(G)| > 1. Let z 6= 1 be a central
element of G. Then z ∈ Bi for some i. We claim that |Bi| > 3. Otherwise, |Bi| = 2, say
Bi = {z, y}. Now, we consider the element yz and assume that yz ∈ Bk for some k. But
then Bi ∪ Bk forms a commuting set of G, which contradicts the minimality of m. This
contradiction shows |Bi| > 3 as claimed. Now, we take B
′
1 = B1 ∪ {z} and B
′
i = Bi \ {z}.
Therefore, we see that
G = B′1 ⊎B2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Bi−1 ⊎B
′
i ⊎Bi+1 ⊎ · · · ⊎Bm,
is a minimal abelian partition of G such that z ∈ B′1. The above process of adding a
central element to B1 may therefore repeated. At the end, after at most (|Z(G)| − 1)
steps, we obtain the required minimal abelian partition A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am. Note that by
Lemma 3.5 it follows that Z(G) ⊂ A1.
If Z(G) < A1, then we are done. Assume Z(G) = A1. If there exists |Ai| = 2,
then we can write Ai = {a, b}. Now, a and b commute with each other and with all
the elements of A1 = Z(G). It follows that A
′
1 = A1 ∪ Ai is a commuting set and
A′1 ⊎ A2 ⊎ · · ·Ai−1 ⊎ Ai+1 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Am is an Abelian partition with m − 1 parts which is
a contradiction. Thus, we have |Ai| ≥ 3 for all i. Fix a ∈ A2. Let A
′
1 = A1 ∪ {a} and
A′2 = A2 \ {a}. It is not difficult to see that A
′
1 ⊎A
′
2 ⊎A3 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am is a minimal abelian
partition of G with Z(G) < A′1.
The ordered pair (x, y) ∈ G × G is called a commuting pair if xy = yx. In [8] Erdo¨s
and Tura´n proved the following result.
Lemma 3.7. (Erdo¨s -Tura´n) The number of commuting pairs of elements of a group
G is |G|c(G) where c(G) is the number of conjugacy classes of G.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be an AP-group and let
G = A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎Am, (1)
be an abelian partition of G. Then, the following conditions hold:
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(1) m > ⌈|G|/c(G)⌉. In particular, ϑa(G) > ⌈|G|/c(G)⌉. (Theorem D)
(2) Let s denote the minimal size of the commuting sets in (1). Then, we have s 6 c(G).
Proof. (1) We make use of the following inequality
m∑
i=1
|Ai|
2
>
1
m
(
m∑
i=1
|Ai|
)2
,
which follows at once from the well-known Cauchy-Schwarz inequality1. Now, by using
the fact that
∑m
i=1 |Ai| = |G|, we obtain
m∑
i=1
|Ai|
2
>
|G|2
m
.
On the other hand, since Ai is a commuting subset of G for each i, 1 6 i 6 m, the set
A2i = Ai × Ai consists of commuting pairs of elements of Ai, and ∪
m
i=1A
2
i is a disjoint
union. It follows by Lemma 3.7 that
|G|c(G) >
m∑
i=1
|Ai|
2.
Collecting the above two inequalities together, we obtain m > ⌈|G|/c(G)⌉.
(2) Consider once again the inequality |G|c(G) >
∑m
i=1 |Ai|
2. If s denotes the minimal
size of the commuting sets Ai, then we obtain
|G|c(G) >
m∑
i=1
|Ai|
2
>
m∑
i=1
s2 = ms2 >
|G|s2
c(G)
,
where we have used part (1) to obtain the last equality. The result is now immediate.
We do not know of any examples of nonabelian groups where the bound in Lemma 3.8
is obtained. It would be interesting to see if one could prove a better general bound.
4 Computing the minimal AP-degree ϑa(G)
We now focus specifically on computing ϑa(G) for various groups G. One question that
we would like to answer is: what integers can occur as ϑa(G). As a direct consequence of
the definition, we have the following.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a nontrivial group. Then ϑa(G) = 1 if and only if G is abelian.
1Let a1, a2, . . . , am and b1, b2, . . . , bm be arbitrary real numbers. The well-known Cauchy-Schwarz’s
inequality asserts that (
∑m
i=1
aibi)
2
6 (
∑m
i=1
a2i )(
∑m
i=1
b2i ).
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On the other hand, it follows immediately using the pigeon-hole principle that n(G) 6
ϑa(G) for every finite group G. Moreover, if x and y don not commute, then {x, y, xy} is
a noncommuting subset of G, this forces n(G) > 3. Thus for any nonabelian AP-group
G, ϑa(G) > 3. So we have the following result.
Lemma 4.2. If G is a nonabelian group, then ϑa(G) > n(G) > 3. In particular, there is
no finite group G with ϑa(G) = 2.
In the case that G is a nonabelian group of order 8, it can be shown that ϑa(G) = 3, so
the bound can be achieved. In general, it was shown in [17] that ϑa(G) = 3 if and only if
G is isomorphic to the direct product P ×Q, where P is a 2-group with P/Z(P ) ∼= Z2×Z2
and Q is an abelian group. We write Zm for a cyclic group of order m. In the same paper,
it is proved that ϑa(G) = 4 if and only if |Z(G)| > 2 and G/Z(G) is isomorphic to Z3×Z3
or S3.
It might be of interest to investigate ϑa(G) for families of finite groups, particularly
finite simple groups. Let us consider the problem of finding ϑa(G) for certain finite groups.
4.1 AC-groups
A group G is called an AC-group, if the centralizer of every noncentral element of G is
abelian. These groups have been investigated by many authors in various contexts, see
for instance [7, 18, 19]1. A routine argument shows that G is an AC-group if and only if
for all noncentral elements x and y in G either CG(x) = CG(y) or CG(x)∩CG(y) = Z(G).
We will use it afterward without mention.
As mentioned previously, n(G) 6 ϑa(G) since two elements that do not commute
cannot be in the same commuting set. The following result determines a class of groups
G with ϑa(G) = n(G).
Proposition 4.3. Let G be an AC-group where all the centralizers have size at least 3.
Then, we have ϑa(G) = n(G).
Proof. Suppose that G is an AC-group where all the centralizers have size at least 3.
Let n = n(G) and assume that {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is a noncommuting subset of maximal
cardinality in G. Then, each element g in G must commute with at least one of the xi,
and hence G is covered by the centralizers CG(xi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which intersect pairwise
only in Z(G):
G = CG(x1) ∪ CG(x2) ∪ · · · ∪ CG(xn).
Put A1 = CG(x1) and Ai = CG(xi) \Z(G) for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. It is not difficult to see that
G = A1 ⊎A2 ⊎ · · · ⊎An,
will be an AP-partition of G. (Note that it will be true exactly when all of the centralizers
have size at least 3.) Hence, va(G) 6 n. But, it is always true that n 6 ϑa(G), and we
thus have equality.
1Note that some of these references refer to these groups as CA-groups, and others use CA-groups to
denote groups where every nonidentity element has an abelian centralizer.
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We note that the hypothesis in Proposition 4.3 that the centralizers have size at least
3 is necessary. The group S3 is easily seen to be an AC-group, but it has centralizers of
size 2 and it is not difficult to see that it is not an AP group. From Proposition 4.3 we
obtain the following corollaries. In the first case, we have G/Z(G) is elementary abelian
group of rank 2.
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a p-group for some odd prime p. If G/Z(G) is elementary abelian
of order p2, then we have ϑa(G) = n(G) = p+ 1.
We also obtain the result for dihedral and generalized quaternion groups.
Corollary 4.5. If G is isomorphic to one of the groups D4n or Q4n, where n > 2 is an
integer, then we have ϑa(G) = n(G) = n+ 1.
We have found one family of groups where the equality n(G) = ϑa(G) holds. We note
that this equality holds in S4 which is not an AC-group, so there exist other groups that
satisfy this equality. Can we classify all groups that satisfy this equality?
4.2 Frobenius groups
A nontrivial proper subgroupH of a group G is a Frobenius complement in G if H∩Hg = 1
for all g ∈ G \H. A group which possesses a Frobenius complement is called a Frobenius
group. A classical result of Frobenius (see [11, Theorem 7.5]) asserts that for a Frobenius
complement H in G, the subset
N :=

G \ ⋃
g∈G
Hg

 ∪ {1},
(which is uniquely determined by H) is a characteristic subgroup of G. The subgroup N
is said to be the Frobenius kernel of G (with respect to the Frobenius complement H).
We mention without proof that in fact a Frobenius group has a unique conjugacy class
of complements and a unique kernel. Furthermore, one verifies directly from the definition
that
G =
⋃
n∈N
Hn ∪N.
Now, using the following well known facts (see [15, p. 121]):
(a) CG(n) ⊆ N for all 1 6= n ∈ N ;
(b) CH(n) = 1 for all 1 6= n ∈ N ; and
(c) CG(h) ⊆ H for all 1 6= h ∈ H;
it follows at once that if H and N are abelian and |H| > 3, then ϑa(G) = |N | + 1. We
now consider the general case where H and N may be nonabelian.
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Proposition 4.6. Let G be a Frobenius group with Frobenius complement H and Frobenius
kernel N . If |H| ≥ 3, then we have
ϑa(G) = |N |ϑa(H) + ϑa(N).
Proof. Let G be a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N and Frobenius complement
H. By Thompson’s theorem, we know that N is nilpotent, so Z(N) > 1, and we have seen
that this implies that N is an AP-group. It is known that every Frobenius complement
has a nontrivial center, so H is an AP-group. If H is abelian, then A1(H) = H and
|A1(H)| = |H| ≥ 3. When H is nonabelian, we may use Lemma 3.6 to assume that
Z(H) < A1(H) and since |Z(H)| ≥ 2, we have |H| ≥ 3..
Then, we have the following decomposition of G:
G =
⋃
n∈N
Hn ∪N = Hn1 ∪Hn2 ∪ · · · ∪Hnt ∪N,
where n1 = 1 and t = |N |. Suppose that
H = A1(H) ⊎A2(H) ⊎ · · · ⊎Ar(H),
and
N = A1(N) ⊎A2(N) ⊎ · · · ⊎As(N),
are minimal abelian partitions of H and N . Note that 1 ∈ A1(H) ∩A1(N).
We have seen that |A1(H)| > 3. Put A
∗
1(H) = A1(H) \ {1}. It is then easy to see that
G =
t⋃
i=1
(
A∗1(H)
ni ⊎A2(H)
ni ⊎ · · · ⊎Ar(H)
ni
)
⊎A1(N) ⊎A2(N) ⊎ · · · ⊎As(N),
is a minimal abelian partition for G, and so ϑa(G) ≥ |N |r + s = |N |ϑa(H) + ϑa(N).
To see that we obtain an equality, suppose that B1 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Bm is a minimal abelian
partition of G. For each i, consider bi ∈ Bi. (For i = 1, we assume b1 6= 1.) We know bi
lies in one of N or Hn for some n ∈ N . If bi ∈ N , then Bi ⊆ CG(bi) ≤ N and if bi ∈ H
n,
then Bi ⊆ CG(bi) ≤ H
n. It is not difficult to see that we can use the Bi’s to obtain abelian
partitions of N and of each of the Hn’s. It follows that m ≥ |N |r + s, and this gives the
desired equality.
5 Simple Groups
In the next two subsections, we investigate Theorem B. Before proceeding with the study
of simple groups L2(q) and Sz(q), we need some additional definitions and notation. The
spectrum ω(G) of a finite group G is the set of its element orders, and the prime spectrum
pi(G) is the set of all prime divisors of its order. The set ω(G) is closed under divisibility
and hence is uniquely determined by the set µ(G) of elements in ω(G) which are maximal
under the divisibility relation.
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5.1 The projective special linear groups L2(q)
In this subsection, we assume that G is a group isomorphic to L2(q), where q = p
n, with
p a prime and n a positive integer. We are going to show that G is an AP-group and
find an explicit formula for ϑa(G). We make a few observations before going on to prove
anything (see [6] and [12, Ch. II, §8]):
(a) |G| = q(q−1)(q+1)/d and µ(G) = {p, (q−1)/d, (q+1)/d}, where d = gcd(2, q−1).
(b) Let P be a Sylow p–subgroup of G. Then P is an elementary abelian p–group of
order q, which is a TI–subgroup, and |NG(P )| = q(q − 1)/d.
(c) Let A ⊂ G be a cyclic subgroup of order (q − 1)/d. Then A is a TI–subgroup and
the normalizer NG(A) is a dihedral group of order 2(q − 1)/d.
(d) Let B ⊂ G be a cyclic subgroup of order (q + 1)/d. Then B is a TI–subgroup and
the normalizer NG(B) is a dihedral group of order 2(q + 1)/d.
We recall that a subgroup H 6 G is a TI–subgroup (trivial intersection subgroup) if for
every g ∈ G, either Hg = H or H ∩Hg = 1.
Let us first handle the case where L2(4) ∼= L2(5) ∼= A5.
Lemma 5.1. ϑa(L2(4)) = ϑa(L2(5)) = ϑa(A5) = 21.
Proof. Let G = L2(4) ∼= L2(5) ∼= A5. It is easy to check that G contains 1 element of
order 1, 15 elements of order 2, 20 elements of order 3, and 24 elements of order 5, and
so ω(G) = {1, 2, 3, 5}. In particular, the centralizer of every element of order p in G is
a p-group, where p ∈ pi(G). Since a commuting set A containing an element x of order
p is contained in CG(x), it contains only some elements of order p. On the other hand,
a commuting set A cannot containing two elements of order p > 2 which are not powers
of each other, otherwise G would contain an elementary abelian subgroup of order p2, a
contradiction.
The arguments of the preceding paragraph show that six commuting sets are required
to contain all elements of order 5. Similarly, to contain the 20 elements of order 3 exactly
ten commuting sets are required. Also, since the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are elementary
abelian of order 4, to contain the 15 elements of order 2 exactly five commuting sets are
required. Finally, we can add the identity element to one of these commuting sets. Thus
ϑa(G) = 21, and the proof is complete.
Now we handle L2(q) when q > 5 is a prime power.
Lemma 5.2. Let q be a prime power. If q > 5, then ϑa(L2(q)) = q
2+ q+1. Furthermore,
we have ϑa(L2(2)) = 0, ϑa(L2(3)) = 5 and ϑa(L2(4)) = ϑa(L2(5)) = 21.
Proof. Let G = L2(q). Since L2(2) ∼= S3 ∼= Z3⋊Z2 and L2(3) ∼= A4 ∼= (Z2×Z2)⋊Z3, it is
easy to see that ϑa(L2(2)) = 0 and ϑa(L2(3)) = 5. Moreover, since L2(4) ∼= L2(5) ∼= A5,
it follows from Lemma 5.1 that ϑa(L2(4)) = ϑa(L2(5)) = 21. Hence we may assume that
q > 5.
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As already mentioned, G contains abelian subgroups P , A and B, of orders q, (q−1)/d
and (q + 1)/d, respectively, every distinct pair of their conjugates intersects trivially, and
every element of G is a conjugate of an element in P ∪A ∪B. Let
G = NPu1 ∪ · · · ∪NPur = NAv1 ∪ · · · ∪NAvs = NBw1 ∪ · · · ∪NBwt,
be coset decompositions of G by NP = NG(P ), NA = NG(A) and NB = NG(B), where
r = [G : NP ] = q + 1, s = [G : NA] = q(q + 1)/2 and t = [G : NB ] = (q − 1)q/2. Then, we
have
G = P u1 ∪ · · · ∪ P ur ∪Av1 ∪ · · · ∪Avs ∪Bw1 ∪ · · · ∪Bwt.
Put
Pi = P
ui \ {1} (1 6 i 6 r), Aj = A
vj \ {1} (1 6 j 6 s), Bk = B
wk \ {1} (1 6 k 6 t).
Then, since
|Pi| = q − 1 > 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,
|Aj | = (q − 1)/d − 1 > (q − 1)/2 − 1 > 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , s,
|Bk| = (q + 1)/d − 1 > (q + 1)/2 − 1 > 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , t,
and µ(G) = {p, (q − 1)/d, (q + 1)/d}, we see that
G \ {1} = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pr ∪A1 ∪ · · · ∪As ∪B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bt,
leads to a minimal abelian partition of G. Note that since CG(P ) = P , CG(A) = A, and
CG(B) = B, we cannot have a smaller abelian partition since each of the parts of this one
is as big as possible. Therefore, we get
ϑa(G) = r + s+ t = q + 1 + q(q + 1)/2 + (q − 1)q/2 = q
2 + q + 1.
This completes the proof.
5.2 The Suzuki simple groups Sz(q)
Assume now that G is a group isomorphic to Suzuki group Sz(q), where q = 22n+1 > 8.
We start by recalling some well known facts about the simple group G (see [20, 22]):
(a) |G| = q2(q − 1)(q2 +1) = q2(q − 1)(q − r+1)(q + r+1), where r = 2n+1. Note that
these factors are mutually coprime and play an important role in the structure of
the subgroups of G. Moreover, we have µ(G) = {4, q − 1, q − r + 1, q + r + 1}.
(b) Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then P is a 2-group of order q2 with exp(P ) = 4,
which is a TI-subgroup, and NG(P ) is a Frobenius groups of order q
2(q − 1).
(c) Let A ⊂ G be a cyclic subgroup of order q − 1. Then A is a TI-subgroup and the
normalizer NG(A) is a dihedral group of order 2(q − 1).
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(d) Let B ⊂ G be a cyclic subgroup of order q − r + 1. Then B is a TI-subgroup and
the normalizer NG(B) has order 4(q − r + 1).
(e) Let C ⊂ G be a cyclic subgroup of order q + r + 1. Then C is a TI-subgroup and
the normalizer NG(C) has order 4(q + r + 1).
We now show that G = Sz(q) is an AP-group and we compute ϑa(G).
Lemma 5.3. We have ϑa(Sz(q)) = q
4 + q3 − q2 + q − 1, where q = 22n+1 > 8.
Proof. Let G = Sz(q), where q = 22n+1 > 8. We apply (a)-(e) using the notation given
there. As was mentioned before, G contains a Sylow 2-subgroup P of order q2 and cyclic
subgroups A, B, and C, of orders q−1, q−r+1 and q+r+1, respectively. Moreover, every
two distinct conjugates of them intersect trivially and every element of G is a conjugate
of an element in P ∪A ∪B ∪C.
First we consider a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G. By Theorem VIII.7.9 of [13] and Lemma
XI.11.2 of [14], Z(P ) is an elementary abelian 2-group of order q and every element outside
Z(P ) has order 4. Observe that P is the centralizer in G of all of the nontrivial elements
of Z(P ). If x ∈ P \Z(P ), then 〈Z(P ), x〉 6 CG(x). In the proof of Lemma XI.11.7 of [14],
we see that the elements of order 4 in G lie in two conjugacy classes. This implies that
|CG(x)| = 2|Z(P )|, from which we deduce that CG(x) = 〈Z(P ), x〉. In particular, CG(x) is
abelian. Therefore, for all x, y ∈ P \Z(P ) either CG(x) = CG(y) or CG(x)∩CG(y) = Z(P ).
Hence, Z(P )∪{CG(x)\Z(P )|x ∈ P \Z(P )} forms an abelian partition of P . Computation
yields ϑa(P ) = q − 1.
Next, by the proof of Lemma XI.11.6 in [14], we see that the cyclic subgroups A, B,
and C, are the centralizers of their nonidentity elements. Let
G = NPx1 ∪ · · · ∪NPxp = NAy1 ∪ · · · ∪NAya = NBz1 ∪ · · · ∪NBzb = NCt1 ∪ · · · ∪NCtc,
be coset decompositions of G by NP = NG(P ), NA = NG(A), NB = NG(B) and NC =
NG(C), where
p = [G : NP ] = q
2 + 1,
a = [G : NA] = q
2(q2 + 1)/2,
b = [G : NB ] = q
2(q − 1)(q + r + 1)/4, and
c = [G : NC ] = q
2(q − 1)(q − r + 1)/4.
Then, we have
G = P x1 ∪ · · · ∪ P xp ∪Ay1 ∪ · · · ∪Aya ∪Bz1 ∪ · · · ∪Bzb ∪ Ct1 ∪ · · · ∪Ctc .
A straightforward computation now shows that
ϑa(G) = (q − 1)(q
2 + 1) + q2(q2 + 1)/2 + q2(q − 1)(q + r + 1)/4 + q2(q − 1)(q − r + 1)/4.
After some simplification this leads to ϑa(G) = q
4 + q3 − q2 + q − 1, as required.
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6 On NAP-groups
In any group G, an element of order 2 is customarily called an involution and we denote
by Inv(G) the set of all involutions of G. Let G = G1×G2× · · · ×Gn be a direct product
of nontrivial groups Gi of even order. Following [9], we write
Di(G) := Inv(G1)× Inv(G2)× · · · × Inv(Gn) ⊂ Inv(G),
and
Dm(G) :=

 ⋃
x∈Di(G)
CG(x)

 \Di(G).
The elements of Di(G) and Dm(G) are called diagonal involutions and diagonal mates,
respectively.
Recall that an element x ∈ G is said to be self-centralizing if CG(x) = 〈x〉. The
structure of a finite group containing a self-centralizing involution has been known for a
long time. In fact, such a group is isomorphic to a semidirect product of a non-trivial
abelian group A of odd order and an involution u acts on A by inversion (see for instance
[4, Proposition 4.2]). In other words, G is a Frobenius group with abelian kernel A and
complement isomorphic to Z2. We give here another proof of this result to make the paper
self-contained.
Theorem 6.1. If G is a group with a self-centralizing involution, then G is a Frobenius
group whose Frobenius complement has order 2.
Proof. Let G be a group and let x in G be an involution so that CG(x) = 〈x〉. We first
see that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has order 2. To see this, let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup
of G containing x. Observe that Z(T ) 6 CG(x), so x lies in Z(T ). Since x ∈ Z(T ), we
see T 6 CG(x). It follows easily from this discussion that G is not simple, and so, G is
2-solvable. Note that x lies in Z(NG(〈x〉)), so NG(〈x〉) 6 CG(x). Let M be the normal
closure of 〈x〉. By the Frattini argument
G =MNG(〈x〉) =M〈x〉 =M.
Let N = O2′(G). Since G is 2-solvable, we see that G = N〈x〉. Since CG(x) = 〈x〉, x
acts fixed-point-free on N and so G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N and
Frobenius complement 〈x〉.
In [9], it is shown that a group with a self-centralizing involution is a NAP-group.
In particular, the dihedral group D2k of order 2k, with k > 3 odd, is a NAP-group.
This result also derives from a slightly more general result (see Theorem 4.5 in [9]): If
G = D2k×D2k×· · ·×D2k, the direct product t times, where k is odd and (k+1)
t−2kt < 0,
then G is a NAP-group. A more general result of this type is the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. If G = D2k1×D2k2×· · ·×D2kt, where k1, k2, . . . , kt are odd (not necessarily
distinct) and
(k1 + 1)(k2 + 1) · · · (kt + 1)− 2k1k2 · · · kt < 0,
then G is a NAP-group.
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Proof. Let Gi = D2ki , where ki is odd (i = 1, 2, . . . , t). Suppose G is isomorphic to the
direct product G1 ×G2 × · · · ×Gt. First, we claim that |Di(G)| > |Dm(G)|. The proof of
the claim requires some calculations. First, we have
|Di(G)| =
t∏
i=1
|Inv(Gi)| = k1k2 · · · kt.
We now compute |Dm(G)|. Suppose x = (x1, x2, . . . , xt) ∈ Di(G) is a diagonal involution
in G. It is then easy to see that
CG(x) = CG1(x1)× CG2(x2)× · · · × CGt(xt).
In fact, we want to count the elements g ∈ CG(x) \ Di(G), when x ranges over Di(G), or
equivalently, when xi ranges over Inv(Gi). Now a direct calculation shows that
|Dm(G)| = (k1 + 1)(k2 + 1) · · · (kt + 1)− |Di(G)|.
Since (k1 + 1)(k2 + 1) · · · (kt + 1) − 2k1k2 · · · kt < 0 by assumption, it follows |Di(G)| >
|Dm(G)|, as claimed.
Next, assume to the contrary that G is an AP-group. Since the set of diagonal involu-
tions of G is a noncommuting set, we put each of these diagonal involutions in a disjoint
commuting subset of the abelian partition. But then, at least |Di(G)| − |Dm(G)| > 0
commuting sets will only contain one of these diagonal involutions, a contradiction. So G
is a NAP-group.
As the following corollary shows, we can find a NAP-group G for which |CG(x)| is
“large” for every element x ∈ G.
Corollary 6.3. For any integer m > 1, there exist NAP-groups G satisfying |CG(x)| > m,
for every x in G.
Proof. Suppose t is a natural number such that 2t > m and consider the group G as in
Theorem 6.2.
6.1 Wreath products
Before stating our results in this subsection, we need to introduce some additional notation.
Let K and H be groups and supposeH is a permutation group of degree n, that is H 6 Sn.
Then, we will denote the wreath product of K by H by K ≀H, where H acts on the base
group
B(K,n) := K ×K × · · · ×K︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−times
,
by permuting the components. In the case that K has even order, we will call a diagonal
involution in B(K,n) a constant diagonal involution if it has the form (t, t, . . . , t), where
t ∈ Inv(K). Let Dinc(K ≀ H) denote the set of nonconstant diagonal involutions, and
Dmnc(K ≀H) denote the set of mates to the nonconstant diagonal involutions.
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In what follows, we shall focus our attention on the case K = D2k and H 6 Sn a
permutation group of degree n, and consider the wreath product G = D2k ≀H. Note that
B(D2k, n) has k constant diagonal involutions.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that G = D2k ≀ 〈(12 . . . p)〉, where k is an odd positive integer and
p an odd prime, which satisfy (k + 1)p + k − 2kp < 0. Then G has no abelian partition.
Proof. It is clear that |Dinc(G)| = kp−k. Also, a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G is an elementary
abelian and any nonconstant diagonal involution t in P commutes only with elements of
P . Thus Dmnc(G) consist of the identity and all the nondiagonal involutions. Now a
direct computation shows that
|Dmnc(G)| =
(
p
0
)
+
(
p
1
)
k +
(
p
2
)
k2 + · · ·+
(
p
p− 1
)
kp−1 = (k + 1)p − kp,
and the assumption (k + 1)p + k− 2kp < 0 implies that |Dmnc(G)| < |Dinc(G)|. If we put
each of the nonconstant diagonal involutions in a disjoint commuting subset of G, then
at least 2kp − (k + 1)p − k > 0 singleton sets will be needed. This shows that G has no
abelian partition.
Note that Theorem 6.4 gives us many examples of NAP-groups that are not direct
products of groups with self-centralizing involutions, and that the involutions do not gen-
erate the group.
We will call a diagonal involution in B(D2k, n), where k > n, a fixed point free diagonal
involution if it has the form (t1, t2, . . . , tn), where ti 6= tj whenever i 6= j. Let G = D2k ≀H,
where H 6 Sn is a permutation group of degree n. Let Difp(G) denote the set of fixed
point free diagonal involutions of G, and Dmfp(G) denote the set of mates to the fixed
point free diagonal involutions. Note that G has k!/n! fixed point free diagonal involutions
and that |Dmfp(G)| 6 |Dm(G)|, where Dm(G) is the set of diagonal mates in B(D2k, n).
Lemma 6.5. For any positive integer n, there exists an integer k > n such that
k!
n!
> (1 + k)n − kn.
The proof is immediate because
lim
k→∞
k!
n!((1 + k)n − kn)
=∞.
Given an integer n > 0, we will denote by γ(n) the smallest positive integer such that
γ(n)!
n!
> (1 + γ(n))n − γ(n)n.
We now obtain Theorem A from the Introduction.
Theorem 6.6. The following conditions hold:
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(1) Every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of an AP-group.
(2) Every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a NAP-group.
Proof. Let H be a finite group of order h and A be an abelian group. Part (1) follows from
the fact that H × A is an AP-group (see Theorem 2.16 in [9]). To prove (2), regarding
H as a permutation group of degree h (Cayley’s Theorem), we can consider the wreath
product G = D2γ(h) ≀H. Now, we have
Difp(G) =
γ(h)!
h!
> (1 + γ(h))h − γ(h)h = |Dm(G)| > |Dmfp(G)|,
which shows that G is a NAP-group. Part (2) is now immediate
7 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we have shown that both the class of AP-groups and NAP-groups is large.
We have also found bounds for the AP-degree of groups and shown cases where those
bounds are sharp. This builds on previous work where a classification of groups with
AP-degrees of 1, 2, 3, and 4 was obtained, along with work classifying several families
of groups which were (N)AP-groups. However, the complete classification of AP-groups
remains a mystery.
As stated in the introduction, an interesting question is whether or not all simple groups
are AP-groups. To rephrase: are their any NAP-groups that are simple? Also, while we
have determined the minimal AP-degree for AC-groups and, conditional on understanding
the AP-degree of certain subgroups, we have determined the AP-degree of Frobenius
groups, the problem of determining the AP-degree for other families of groups is wide
open. This, of course, can be approached from a different perspective: asking, up to
isomorphism, for a classification of groups according to AP-degree. To our knowledge,
this problem remains untouched for degree 5 and higher.
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